Luxury Outdoor Movie Theaters

PRESENTATION

Our customers are luxury hotels and passionate UHNW Individuals.

We create and install private outdoor movie theaters worldwide.

They’re searching for extremely discreet outdoor AV solutions when OFF with no
compromise on picture quality & screen size, customizable design of the complete
system and true sound immersion when ON.

In 185” (4 x 2,5m), in 273” (6x3,5m) or in 360” (8x4,5m), our exclusive ECLIPSE MegaLift Platform® range is the perfect system to fulfill their wishes.

We offer Extra bright outdoor LED walls solutions or 4K Projection Display with a focus
on design, ease of use and 5.2 to 9.2 customizable surrounding sound system.

We grow audiovisual dreams off the ground

OUR MISSION
We believe watching movies under the stars, quietly at home in the garden,
can be an awesome experience.
This is also true for precious moments shared with friends and family watching a major sport event or a concert…
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We bring you the perfect solution for exclusive
Open-air Cinema experience

Our mission is to combine aesthetism, technical expertise, ease of use, high
picture quality and high fidelity sound system. Completely invisible in OFF
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Our dedicated Team and Partners are all driven by the will to create amazing experience for our customers.

ECLIPSE 185 LED
Key Elements
185 inches Outdoor LED Screen (4m x 2.5m picture size)
5500 nits (with Ambient Light sensor)
3.9mm pitch SMD IP65 (2.9mm pitch optional)
5000:1 Contrast Ratio
5.2 surrounding exterior sound system (evolutive to 9.2)
Motorized ECLIPSE Megalift platform® to raise and
lower the screen in its hermetically sealed pit in 1.30min.
Audiovisual Amplifiers to connect all desired video
sources (TV / Satellite reception / Blu-ray player /
Apple® TV or Android® TV / video games...) to our
system.
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Perfect AV integration beside pools and patios

Key Elements
273 inches Projection Screen (6m x 3.5m picture size)
We can use various high-end Projector solutions from the world most reknown
brands :
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ECLIPSE 273 VP

Brightness from 25000 to 37000 ANSI lumens
Resolution from Full HD to 4K or 8K
Contrast Ratio from 5000:1 to 30000:1
5.2 surrounding exterior sound system (evolutive to 9.2)
Motorized ECLIPSE Megalift platform® to raise and lower the screen in its
hermetically sealed pit in 1.55min.
Audiovisual Amplifiers to connect all desired video sources (TV / Satellite
reception / Blu-ray player / Apple® TV or Android® TV / video games...)
to our system.
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Share delightful moments under the stars

ECLIPSE 273 LED
3D Rendering work for a current installation in the Caribbbean zone (Winter/Spring 2019)

Key Elements
273 inches Outdoor LED Screen (6m x 3.5m picture size)
5500 nits (with Ambient Light sensor)
3.9mm pitch SMD IP65 (2.9mm pitch optional)
5000:1 Contrast Ratio
5.2 surrounding exterior sound system (evolutive to 9.2)
Motorized ECLIPSE Megalift platform® to raise and lower
the screen in its hermetically sealed pit in 1.55min.
Audiovisual Amplifiers to connect all desired video sources
(TV / Satellite reception / Blu-ray player / Apple® TV or
Android® TV / video games...) to our system.

Live your passion with no compromise
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ECLIPSE 360 LED
Key Elements
360 inches Outdoor LED Screen (8m x 4.5m picture size)
5500 nits (with Ambient Light sensor)
3.9mm pitch SMD IP65 (2.9mm pitch optional)
5000:1 Contrast Ratio
5.2 surrounding exterior sound system (evolutive to 9.2)
Motorized ECLIPSE Megalift platform® to raise and lower the screen in
its hermetically sealed pit in 2.20min.
Audiovisual Amplifiers to connect all desired video sources (TV / Satellite
reception / Blu-ray player / Apple® TV or Android® TV / video games...)
to our system.
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The Largest, private, fully retractable,
LED Screen on Earth
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What is an Outdoor Movie Theater ?

Can I get a bespoke screen size ?

An Outdoor Movie Theater is not just an outdoor TV, even
in a large size. It’s a complete movie theater in a sense
that you benefit from GIANT picture size in which you
can see all details even if you place yourself 10 to 20m
distance from the screen.

Our screen range (185” / 273” / 360”) is designed to be as
close as possible of the 16:9 or 16:10 aspect ratio, taking
into account the 50x50cm standard LED module size.

As bespoke outdoor screen manufacturer, we can also
examine project faisability for other screen size as we
Furthermore, all our giant screens come with surround- use video scalers to adjust the picture on various screen
ing exterior sound system with front speakers and sub- sizes.
woofers integrated in the screen structure AND surround
speakers aesthetically placed (hidden in vegetation, fully In Projection Display projects, other screen sizes can be
made to order, to respect other desired aspect ratios (for
retractable underground or fixed on a deck).
example 1,85:1 or 2,35:1)

LED Wall Technology or Projection Display?
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display technologies can be adapted to our screens and Lift Platforms.
MegaLift Platform® range is the perfect system to fulfill their wishes.
The reward is given to LED Wall Technology for use in bright daylight conditions but Projection Display does very
well in 4K movie sessions under the stars.
We are here to understand your needs and explain benefits and drawbacks of both solutions.
We’ll figure out together which one is best suited for your project.

TECHNICAL DATAS

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

ECLIPSE LED RANGE (185” / 273” / 360” / Custom)
Technology : Outdoor IP 65 LED Wall
Brightness : 5500 nits (cd/m²) with light sensor included
Pitch : 3,9mm SMD (2,9mm SMD on demand)
Contrast Ratio : 5000:1
Lifecycle (50% loss of brightness) : 80.000 hours
Color Depth : 48 bits (16 bit per RGB Channel)
Picture Refresh rate : 3840Hz
Average power consumption : 680W/m²

ECLIPSE VP RANGE (185” / 273” / 360” / Custom)
Technology : Outdoor Projection Display
Resolution : Full HD or 4K or 8K

(depending on the projector reference)

Brightness : 15000 to 37000 ANSI lumens

(depending on the projector reference)

Average illumination life : 3000 to 25000 hours

(depending on the projector reference)

Contrast Ratio : 5000/1 to 30000/1

(depending on the projector reference)

SOUND SYSTEM (Original Setup) (*)
Front Speakers (1 Left / 1 Center / 1 Right) : 750 Watts per unit
Surround Speakers (2 units, 4 or 6 optional) : 400 Watts per unit
Subwoofers (2 units) : 800 Watts per unit

(*) Other Sound Setup and references can be selected in coordination with you and/or your AV integrator

We grow audiovisual dreams off the ground

Created in France, installed Worldwide
ECLIPSE, luxury outdoor Movie Theater ™
a brand of ILLUSY GROUP headquartered in :
13bis, Boulevard Carnot
42600 MONTBRISON - FRANCE
Contact : (+33) 688.62.36.52
info@eclipse-cinema.com

www.eclipse-cinema.com

